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"THE LAST PETITION DRIVE GETS UNDERWAY"
50,000 VOTES TO ACHIEVE
PERMANENT PARTY LI NE IN NEW YORK
GOAL OF TUCCILLE CAMPAIGN
Jerome Tuccille's decision to run for Governor this
fall has caused a new wave of excitement through the
FLP. It makes possible the achievement of a goal long
sought.after by libertarians throughout New York and
the nation as well: to become· a permanent political
party in New York State. This means a line on the
ballot on the same level with Republicans, Democrats,
Lib~rals and Conservatives, as well as the end to
future petition drives to get candidates on the
ballot for statewide office. And it means that
other libertarian candidates will only have to get a
very small number of signatures from enrolled libertarians. It means a new, important credibility with
the public and with the press - no longer will we be
associated with Socialist, Lqbor, Communist and other
left wing parties.
According to New York State election laws, a
political party must poll at least 50,000 votes for
Governor and Lieutenant Governor before it can be considered a "permanent political party." The Tuccille
for Governor Committee thinks this will be done.
(50,000 votes represents less than 1% of the total
votes.) But the effort will be the greatest challenge
the FLP has ever faced, for it means running a massive
statewide campaign. The- first thrust is an ambitious,
professionally managed fund raising drive targeted at
Libertarians throughout the U.S. The second is the
function of an advertising/public relations team, consisting of a large number of professionals in this
field who are working on what promises to be the most
extensive media campaign in the FLP's history.
But the real excitement is that fact that Jerome
Tuccille has agreed to spearhead this drive by running
for Governor. Few 1 i bertari ans need to be introduced
to Tuccille, author of numerous.books, including It
Usually Begins with Ayn Rand. He is well-known tothe
press, having had articles published by the New York
Times and other newspapers and magazines. Already, he
liasreceived media exposure about his candidacy on
several radio stations, the Gannett News Chain and
several newspapers. Although the specific strategy is
still being formulated, Tuccille's campaign will
probably be directed at the large mass of ~iddle-class
New Yorkers who are being-squeezed by rising property,
income and sales taxes, while the state continues to
spend more and more money on'useless projects and
welfare schemes. As one woman, buying groceries at a
suburban shopping center, said to Tuccille recently,
"Nobody gives a damn about us."

Although the election is still a few months away,
the real work is beginning now. Contributions of time
and labor are needed now, ~ccording to the Tuccille
Committee, to prepare for the months ahead. Massive
fund raising mailings are in the works, the petition
drive is not far off and dozens of other tasks need
to be done. Money will be needed later, but pledges
made now are still important to facilitate planning.
Leland Schubert, Tuccille's. campaign manager, urges
you to contact the FLP office to contribute whatever
you can, for this will undoubtedly be the most libertarian campaign in the history of the party.
John W. Doswell

GREAVES
(Editor's Note: Dr. Murray Rothbard has kindly given
the newsletter the text of the speech he made at the
State Convention nominating Percy Greaves for the U.S.
Senate.)
I have known Percy Greaves for 25,years: known him as
a distinguished free-market economist, and follower and
close friend of my rvered mentor, Ludwig von Mises.
Percy has written and lectured widely in economics, has
published a book on Understanding the Dollar Crisis and
a forthcoming Glossary to Mises' Human Action and has
been Professor of Economics at the University of Plano,
Texas.
Before his career as economist, educator and follower of Ludwig von Mises, however, Percy had another
distinguished career in conservative Republican politics. Percy was financial editor of the U.S. News in
the mid-l930's and during the years of WW II he was
Associate Research Director of the Republican National
Committee. Percy likes to consider that his war service was blocking numerous totalitarian measures introduced by the Roosevelt Administration. For example,
Percy was able to mobilize the Congress to block
Roosevelt's proposed maximum limit of $25,000 on all
annua 1 sa 1 ar l es. After l~W I I, Percy was clerk of the
House Labor Corrmittee and was Chief of the Minority
Staff of the Joint Congressional Committee Investigating Pearl Harbor. As such, Percy became the world's
foremost authority on Pearl Harbor and on Roosevelt's
maneuvering of the·U.S. into the Asian war. (See,
for example, his article in Perpetual War for Perpetual
Peace, Harry Barnes, editor, Caxton Printers.)
When I first met Percy it was shortly after the
el ect+on of 1950, when he almost became Senator from
Maryland. Percy had almost entered the Republican
primary in Maryland that year, but abandoned the idea
because Senator Tydings seemed unbeatable; as luck
would have it, Tydings lost and an unknown, John
Marshall Butler, became Senator. Because of that, and

also because Percy looks more like a Senator than anyone I know, we a 11 ca 11 ed Percy "the Senator" in those
years. May the Free Libertarian Party fulfill that
label! {Also, remember that Sen. Javits, too, has been
called "unbeatable"!)
This is a year when we are on the threshhold of a
grave economic crisis: of a runaway inflation that has
been accelerating at a frightening rate, of shortages

and dislocations brought about by government price controls and allocations that have al ready been embodied
in the beef shortage and then the energy shortage.
Accelerating inflation and high taxes are crippling
the average American. In this era, we are fortunate
indeed to have Percy Greaves as our Senatorial candidate. He can hammer home on the economic issues; he is
knowledgeable, articulate and has long experience as a
public speaker.
Percy is also a man of principle and a believer
fn civil liberties. As a man of principle, he resigned
as a member of the Executive Committee of the Conservative Party of Westchester County when the Conservative
Party endorsed Richard Nixon in 1968. As both, he re- ·

fused the offer of a Senatorial nomination from the
Courage Party this year because he refuses to run for
office for any party which has an outlaw-abortion plank
fn its platform. Percy's view is that the government
has no business legislating or enforcing in the areas
of abortion or personal liberty.
It is true that I do not agree with Percy on a 11
questions; but if I adopted that as my criterion, then
all my acquaintances would fit in a telephone booth.
If lud~1ig von Mises was a 1 ibertarian, then so is Percy
Greaves. It.is true that Percy does believe in a minimal government; but he believes in such a government
strictly confined to protection, defense and the administration of justice. The important point is that the
level of taxes in a Greaves' proposed government would
be spectacularly lower than it is today. Greaves is
also flatly opposed to the progressive income tax, as
a burden not only on the rich but on all of society.
He is against all special privilages to any group, including businesses and labor unions. On foreign policy,
Greaves believes in no government intervention in
foreign wars and the ending of all governmental foreign
aid. Consistently, he opposed the American war in
Vietnam as he opposed the war against Japan.
F,na11y, it is important for the FLP to appeal to
all groups in the population. So far, our membership
and our candidates have been almost exclusively under
40, if not under 30. It is about time that we extend
our appeal to those mass of Americans over 40, to those
older and more conservati.ve Americans who may have
found.it difficult to relate to the youth emphasis.
The Tuccille-Greaves ticket is a superb blend of libertarian emphasis and life-style: Tuccille, young and
hip; Greaves, older and Senatorial. Tuccille, interested in civil liberties, decentralization and futurology;
Greaves, emphasizing free-market economics. Both united
in libertarian principles and goals. I am happy to
place the name of Percy L. Greaves, Jr. in nomination
for the Senate of the United States.
Murray N. Rothbard

COHEN
Sandy Cohen, FLP candidate in the 25th C.D., and Guy
Riggs, FLP candidate from the 99th A.D., appeared with
about a dozen supporters at a protest at the Main Mall,
City of Poughkeepsie, on Saturday, April 13th, as parl
of the National Tax Protest activities over that weekend. The Pouahkeepsie Journal gave a good write-up
on the protest - with a big picture of Sandy and Guy
handing out literature, while someone in the background
2

carried a sign reading, "Big Brother is a crook. 1776
or 1984?"

On Saturday, April 20th, Dr. John Hospers was the
guest of honor at a fundraising party held for Sandy
Cohen in Highland, N.Y. Dr.· Hospers was the 1972 LP
candidate for President - who came in third in electoral
votes. He is the 1974 LP candidate for Governor of
California.
Over one hundred supporters of Sandy heard Dr. Hospers speak about the need for people like Sandy, whose
only political motive is the extension of human freedom.
Dr. Hospers pointed out that Sandy is one of the few
candidates in the country who has promised to fight to:
reduce all taxes, end inflation and repeal all victimless crime laws.
On Saturday, May 5th, Sandy will speak at a public
rally at the Hudson Plaza, South Road, Poughkeepsie.
He explained that, "The purpose of the rally is to expose the truth about inflation - the latest government
created crisis. People need to know how and why the
government has pu$hed this country to the brink of
economic disaster. They need to know that there is an
alternative.
On May 7th, Sandy will be guest speaker at a breakfast meeting of the Yorktown Exchange Club. On the
same day, he will be a guest on Talkback on WEOK radio.
On Wednesday, May 8th, he will address the student body
of Dutchess Community College. And on Tuesday, May.14th,
he will be guest speaker at a dinner meeting of the
Yorktown Lions Cl~b.

WALKER
The Walker for the Assembly campaign is getting publicity for the Free Libertarian Party, some good, some
bad.
Long Isl and Press, Sunday, April 7th. "Libertarian Party finds a home on Long Island," by Karl
Grossman, was a great article, gave the party's five
principles, described our goals, placed us in the
political spectrum. Excellent coverage, even included
a bio on Walker.
News day, Tuesday, April 9th. Brief news item,
"Free Libertarian Party Two LI Candidates," emphasized
"two women" were running for office, downplayed Mary
Jo Wanzer's and Walker's educational nackground, etc.
Portant of things to come.
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Newsday, Sunday, April 14th.

"Long Island's Third

WANZER

Fountainhead" by Robert Fresco was 11 bad article.
It totally avoided any real coverage of the party and
The Wanzer for As~emblywoman Committee will be holding
instead gave a hodgepodge misrepresentation that was
a fundraiser on Saturday, May 5th at the Forest City
designed to drop the FLP, Walker and Wanzer into the
Community Clubhouse in Wantaugh, N.Y. The guest speaker
nearest nut bin. So misleading was the article that
at the fundraiser will be CBS News-Spectrum-Commentator ·
many people read it and concluded Walker's chief camJeffrey St. John.
paign concern was giving away free heroin! Needless
to say letters to the editor followed; Walker sent
copies of her letter to all other newspapers in the
Assembly District and to key journalists who are concerned with accuracy in the media. Good feedback from On April 27th, in the Williams Club, Murray Rothbard,
Percy Greaves and Jerome Tuccille held forth in a fund
other reporters.
raising event for Congressional candidate Ken Kalcheim.
Dr. Rothbard talked about the current economic crisis a
Suffolk Life, week of April 14th. Reprinted the
and, as he put it, this is a good subject because ecoFLP news release. Walker used to work for this paper.
nomic crises are coming so thick and fast these days
that one never has to repeat one's self.
Suffolk Life, week of April 21st. "There's a new
hat in the political ring" by Karen Gatto presented the
The gathering also heard a tape of William Drexler,
party, its principles and its goals. Good emphasis on
lawyer and tax rebel, tell some of the legal means he
Walker's opposition to condemnation laws, the present
used to beat the IRS. After hearing a sample the tapes
tax system, public financing of campaigns and governwere
auctioned off with Charles Curley as the auctioneer
ment force.
Party

KALCHEIM

Additional publicity: Committee for Repeal of
Condemnation Laws received TV coverage when it
addressed the Suffolk County Legislature on reconsidering the widening of Union Boulevard, Islip Town,
Tuesday, April 9th.
Yours for Freedom of the Press,
Virginia Shields Walker.

In total, donations were received from 15 states;
and the Kalcheim for Congress Committee wishes to thank
all those who contributed.
EDITOR'S NOTE: All candidates are strongly
urged to send in news on the latest developments
fn their campaigns.

STATE @MMITTEE

ten thousand sheets of color on white stationary. The
Chairperson and the Treasurer were individually authorized to sign checks on the FLP treasury in amounts up
to $150. And the Secretary was instructed to post the
The first meeting of the State Committee since the
present number of members in the FLP on the bulletin
election of the new officers and committee-personsboard in the party office and then periodically to post
at-large (excluding the meeting on March 31 which did
a current, _updated figure alongside it so that we can
nothing but set the date for this one), passed several keep a vigilant eye on our growth throughout the year.
important motions. Maria Martins was appointed temInaction can speak as loudly as action; and a few
porary chairperson of Queens county, to work on the
issues were dealt with by being postponed or voted down
fonnation of a county organization there. After conin the process of amending motions. For example, a
siderable discussion of ways to reduce the cost of
proposal
to raise the subscription price for the newsproducing and distributing the newsletter, it was
letter was voted down. The possibility of advertising
decided that the number of free issues sent to prosin newspapers for new members was discussed, but no
pective new members be reduced from four to two, and
action was taken.
that the new graphics committee headed by Carolyn
Keelen be requested to design and present to the State
The Treasurer's Report revealed that presently
Committee a complete system of mailings to prospects,
available fur1tls for the next three months or so come
to about $1,200, with about $350 available above and
with the ultimate purpose of discontinuing entirely
beyond office expenses and other previous commitments.
the policy of sending them free newsletters. Carolyn
announced that the other members of her graphics comLee Schubert summarized the present status of the Bymittee, which intends to provide continuing design
laws and specifically reported that he intends to proservices for party activities (including the newsletter) pose several amendments to the county organization
are Chris Graf, Holly Lapiroff, Virginia Macintosh,
section. There were no applications for county organization charters.
Ellen Abramowitz and Linda Osborn.
Bill Lawry's desire to produce T-shirts with the
The next State Committee meeting was scheduled for
FLP logo printed on them caused a whole slew of amend- immediately after the reconvened Annual State Convention
ments, amendments to amendments and a general confusion. on April 28, but only for the purpose of setting the
What finally emerged was the following motion, which
time and place for the following meeting.
passed by five to zero while four members continued to
IT WILL BE HELD ON SATURDAY, MAY 18th AT ONE PM IN
cling to the security of abstentions: Bill Lawry, and
such business associates as he may designate, are
POUGHKEEPSIE
authorized to produce for sale T-shirts displaying the
Directions for getting there are as follows: go north
FLP logo, on the conditions that a flat fee of 25¢ per
on Route 9, turn right at the IBM plant and go on to
T-shirt be paid to the FLP treasury and that nothing
Spakenkill Road, drive down it till Hagen Drive (just
other than the FLP logo and party name may appear on
before the High School); then go five blocks on Hagen
them.
and turn right at Saddle Rock Road. Guy Riggs' house
is at the top of the hill at 32 Saddle Rock Drive. The
Most of the other business accomplished was of a
meeting will be held in his basement. Everyone says it
more routine, administrative nature. The Chairperson
is a very large basement.
was authorized to allocate up to $300 for the purchase
of stationary and forms, specifically including at least Leland W. Schubert
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The Convention also voted to delegate to the StateCom
authority to make endo"rsements in other races by a
2/3's vote of the full Conmittee until August 2nd for
offices to be filled at the 1974 General Election.
(Under a By-Laws amendment adopted earlier, this can
only be exercised in areas where no County Organization
exists.)
At the final session of the Annual State Convention on
A write-up on the By-Laws amendments and ResoluApril 28th, the FLP endorsed Jack Martin for the Court
of Appeals, Bob Cassella for State Senate from the 24th tions adopted will appear in the June newsletter.
S.D. and Marji Caines for State Assembly from the 62nd
Gubernatorial candidate Tuccille and Senatorial
A.O. The Convention also delegated to the State Comcandidate Greaves addressed the Convention. A writemittee authority to make endorsements for the Court of up on their remarks will also appear in next months
Appeals by a vote of 2/3's of the full State Committee. news 1 etter.

STATE CONVENTION

ANNOUNCFMENJS
HELP WANTED

series of lectures for FLP candidates or their.
staff. The lectures will emphasize practical campaign
The 1974 National LP Convention will revise the National matters and cover such areas as legal technicalities,
LP Platform. As one of the members of the Platform Com- fielding questions, publicity, obtaining petition
mittee who thinks changes are needed, I would appreciate signatures. Guest lecturers include Gary Greenberg,
any suggestions from FLP members. Send reconvnendations Fran Youngstein, Murray Rothbard and Howard Rich.
to me% FLP office before June 1st.
Attendence is free of charge to all FLP candidates or
representative of the candidate. Admission is $2.50
Andrea Millen
per lecture for everyone else. First lecture: Sunday,
May 19th at 2 PM at Gary Greenberg's apartment: 305
East 86th Street - #lOF/W; NYC. Subject: legal technicalities of an independent campaign. Future lecture
Libertarians for folitical Action will sponsor a
dates to be announced.

CANDIDATES CLASSES

LEITER'3

group 'The Subway Riders'? (I didn't see one Fran
Youngstein poster in the subway last year.)

Finally, an explanation of our policies is necessary
or we will frighten off many voters. In the area of drug
I am requesting that this be printed in your monthly
newsletter. I deeply appreciate the ... copies of it that legalization for instance, what is the policy regarding
minimum age? How will it benefit crime prevention, ect.?
have reached my mailbox. At this time I am unable to
And we need some policy on such programs as Welfare and
take more of an active role in popularizing this much
needed movement, let alone joining the Party. However, Housing.
having given up on the GOP, I must confess that the
Libertarian Party is the last chance to say liberty in Let's get the Ball of Freedom rolling,
Wi 11 ard Wagner
America is still something that people are concerned
New York, N.Y.
with.
Best luck in '76
Robert Simon
First off, I would like to make it clear that I do
Rome, N. Y.
not endorse either the October 1973 "Yorn Kippur" war,
or the existance of the state of Israel. I do not know
I am enclosing a $10 check to help keep the Party
what Mr. Rothbard's opinion is as to my stand on these,
functions rolling and cover membership fees, ect. As
but nevertheless, I do not.
a member I feel I would like to make a few suggestions.
However, his objection is based, so I understand,
First of all, let us concentrate less on Party or- on ideological grounds; namely, that it·is wrong for
ganization, technical By-Laws and other rather limited governments to exist. Nevertheless, no privately-owned
and run national defense agencies of the sort envisioned
arguements that often clutter up the newsletter and my
by most, if not all, anarcho-capitalists exist yet.
mailbox.
the only institutions that one can turn to
This suggestion is made only with practicality in Therefore,
when
in
need
of defence on a large scale are (ugh'.)
mind, at this point in Libertarianism we need more
governments. So, at present, one must depend on them
actual campaign work and less internal dissention.
for defense, even though one would much prefer to use
a totally voluntary source of it.
Secondly, let's get the campaign for Governor
going as soon as possible; we'll need all the head
I realize that the Israeli government practices
start we can get.
robbery and slavery. But should not we recognize their
Thirdly, I suggest that during this campaign we
moral acts, in the hope of inciting them towards
publicize to the minorities of New York who could
morality?
best benefit by our policies. Among these are Gay
Activist Alliance, Committee for Legalization of Mari- Sincerely yours,
Joseph T. Major
juana, American Civil Liberties Union, Alliance of
Small Businessmen, etc. And what about that downtrodden Louis vi 11 e, Ky.
4

Gentlepersons:
The recent correspondence here on the United Jewish
Appeal is based upon a false premise.

I also realize that I am no exception to the temptations of power. Everyone wants to put into effect
that which he believes to be right and rational. The
trouble is that those who have power can do this at the
expense of what someone else believes to be right and
rational. That is why even the best of leaders are no
good when that have too much power.

The UJA raises funds for programs overseas, mostly
in Israel, and in a miniscule degree in the U.S., that
are administered by private agencies such as the Joint
Now that I have too much power I hope that members
Distribution Committee. Coorperation of course exists,
of the Party will keep me under close scrutiny and be
but should any of these funds be handed over to the
Government of Israel, or even used privately for military quick to let me know when I am acting improperly.
or political purposes, the givers would be liable to lose
The Constitutionalist Coalition will continue to
their tax deduction, and the UJA is not about to invite
proselytize for 1 imited government. We hope that, now
that occurrence.
You can't even argue that a dollar of UJA aid to
the elderly must free an Israeli dollar for Government
anns purchase. The causes has it that Jewish immigration
to Israel, with housing, job training, health care and
other related activities - the focus of a goodly part of
UJA's work - is a responsibility of the world Jewish
community, not of any government, or even of Israel's
people in particular.
It follows that UJA is perhaps the largest libertarian enterprise in the world (unless you count Arab
oil pricing).
Sincerely,
Leonard Rubin
New York, N.Y.
It was my intention in joining with the other members
of the Constitutionalist Coalition to put an end to
factionalism in the Party. But the defeat of ll\Y decen-

tralist by-laws amendments left all power in the hands
of the State Committee.and forced me to run for the
State Committee in order that I might have some means
to prevent the type of abuses which happened last year.
As a result of this and because of the dissolution of the Radical Caucus I now find that we have become -a faction (which most people would categorize as
myself, Charlie Blood, Bill Lawry and perhaps Ellen
Davis on the one side and Fran Youngstein, Lee Schubert
Dolores Grande and Mike Nichols on the other, with
Andrea Millen and Ray Strong playing a moderating role).
This was not our intention. I thint that some
people in the Party expect me to play a Sam Konkin type
of role. I do not intend any such thing. I see no one
on the present State Committee with whom I cannot work.
I expect that there will be disagreements among us,
and I am capable of fighting hard for 11\Y point of view.
But I sincerely hope that the disagreements· will not
be along the same lines that formed last year and that
people will take positions as individuals rather than
as members of what they feel to be "our side."

(REPRINTED FROM:)
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that we are organized, our efforts will be met with the
same open mindedness and good humor with which we
greeted the earlier anarchist proselytizing. And we
hope that some of those who strayed from the limited
government cause a while back will return to the fold.

Howard S. Katz
In this letter, I will attempt to give a fuller explanation of my reasons for abstaining on the statewide nominations than I could at the behind schedule convention.
First of all, my abstentions were not directed at
the particular candidates, but derived from certain
philosophical premises. The type of FLP I would like
would be an aggregation of local libertarian movements.
I feel a Virginia Walker, who has roots in the community, is a far better spokesperson for libertarianism in
Suffolk than a Fran Youngstein or even a Zachary Rousso~
Guy Riggs, a better spokesperson in Poughkeepsie; a
Mary-Jo Wanzer, a better spokesperson in Nassau; etc.
A further advantage of local, decentralized libertarianism is that it allows for a maximum diversity;
in contradistinction to a central FLP bureaucracy imposing a collective conformity on its minorities.

•,

I

The FLP, according to my vision, would be merely
a clearinghouse for its members to· 1 earn of new ideas
and techniques developed at the local, decentralized
level.
However, now that the statewide nominations are a
fait accompli, I would hope that these central campaigns
wfTT not be permitted to 1) undercut or hamper local
candidates or 2) be used as a vehicle for one individual
or faction to gain power within the FLP.
In so far as these statewide campaigns are hardhitting, well thought out appeals to potential libertarians of all stripes, they will receive a lot of my
time and effort this year.
Zachary Rousso

"u'i\i~ _,
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* All Convention Events which are marked with an asterisk on the following
schedule require a special

ticket for admission.
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LIBERTARIAN

NATIONAL

CONVENTION

EVENTS

SCHEDULE

--

WEDNESDAY JUNE _!2.,___:1 ~_.!!_:

6: 30 pm

HOSPERS-NATHAN RECEPTION (Texas Rooms)

9:00 am -- REGISTRATIOH OPEN (HQ Foyer)
PLATFORM COMtllTTEE OPEN HEARlllGS (Salon II)
kULES COMMITTEE OPEN HEARl~GS (Cacto Room)
CREDENTIALS COMHITTEf OPEN HE~~INGS (Bambu Room)

7:)0 pm

"American Individualism": ILS LECTURESHIP II.I•
INTRODUCTION TO THE INSTITUTE Guy Story Brown

2:00 pm -- ILS CONVENTION EX~IBITS ROOM OPE~ (Sombrero Room)
PLAHORM COMHITTEE OPEil HEARINGS (Salon 11)
RULES COM~ITTEE OPEN HEARINGS (Cacto Room)
CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE CLOSED HEARINGS
7:00 pm -- "American Individual Ism": !LS LECTURESHIP I *
PROLOGEMENA • Henry Reonery

RAMADA

INH,

IRVING,

TEXAS

*

Special Introduction
Hans Sennholz

FRIDAY JUNE 141 1q74:

8:00 am•• BREAKFAST• LP CAMPAIGN TECHNIQUES SE~INAR •
l'ran Younqsteln
Gary Greenberq

ENGLISH BACKGROUND - W.H. Hutt
CONTINENTAL R~CKGROIJNO ("The Source of Human
Rights a n d the Philosophy of Frederic
Bast lat") - Oean Russel I
THURSDAY JUNE 131 1974:

9:15 am -- GENERAL SESSION II
Report of the Committee on the Constitutlnn,
Sy-Laws and Rules
Bill Westmlller, Lancaster, California
Discussion and Vote

9:00 am -- REGISTRATION OPEN (HQ Foyer)
ILS CONVENTION EXHIBITS ROOM OPEN

2:00 pm -- GENERAL SESSIOH II I
Report of the Committee o~ the Platform
Ed Clark, Los Angeles, California

PLATFORM COMMITTEE FINAL HEARINGS
RULES COHMITTEE FINAL HEARINGS
9:30 am -- "American

Individualism": ILS LECTURESHIP 11*
SPOONER AND TUCKER• Dr. James J. Hartin

ALBERT JAY NOCK: A MAH FOR SOME SEASONS•
Rev. Edmund Opitz
1:00 pm -- "libertarian Unity: The Job Ahead" (Salon

II)

Jerome Tucll le,
I (Salon I)
Call to Order
Temporary Convention Chairman
Address by TLP Chairwoman
Sarah Helber, Dallas, Texas
Address by LP Chairwoman
Susan Nolan, Oenver, Colorado
Introduction of the Keynote Sneaker
Willis Stone,
Convention '74 Keynote Address:
"The March on 1976" Roger lea HacBrlde,
Charlottesville, Virginia
Report of the LP Secretary
Georgiann Trammell, Houston, Texas
Report of the LP Treasurer
Plpp ~- Boyls, Colorado Springs
Adoption of Temporary Rules
BIii Westmlller, Lancaster, California
Report of t~e Committee on Credentials
Winston Dulce, Chl_cago, llllnols

8:~0 pm -- GENERAL SESSION IV
Discussion and Vote on the Platform Committee
Reoort

_s~_TUROAY JUNE 15, 197_~:
3:00 am -- BREAKFAST - LP ADDRESS*
"The First Amendment: An Ab s o l u t e Shield-Law"
Tonie tlathan.

2:00 pm -- GENERAL SESSION

9:15 am•- GENERAL SESSIOtl V (Salon I)
Discussion and Vote on Platform Committee Report
12:30 pm
2:00 pm

Recess
GENERAL SESSIOtl \'I (Salon I)
Nominations and Ballotino: Libertarian Party
National Officers
Nominations and Rallotin9: Llhertarlan Party
Executive Committee
Adjournment Sine Ole

7:00 pm•• DALLAS '74 NATIONAL BANQUET*
Special Introduction
"To Secure These Riqhts11

Willis Stone
lntrodu.i;__cion

Special

"To Keep Time \Ji th.11

Dr. John Hospers

SUNDAY JUNE 16, 1Q]4:
10:00 am·- NATIONAL LP EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ~EETINC (Sombrero Room)

ROOMS:
Ramada Inn, 120 Airport Freeway West, Irving, Texas
Single occupancy - S14 daily
Couble occupancy - $17/S19 dally
Multiple occupancy - add $4 daily per person to double rate
Suite - $35 daily
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Through the National Tax Strike Coalition, stop your
withholding tax. Through Francisco D'Anconia Enterprises, convert your new tax (counterfeit) money (federal reserve notes) into real money - gold & silver.

THE UNTOLD HISTORY
How the British East India Company's "pre-Fabian"
Jc>11ilsophical Radicals set up Capitalism and its
antithesis Communism
by William Robert Plumme

\

320 pages $4. ••

An Activist/scholar, the author of this book has the unique

ability to analyze the past with reference to the present and to
project the future. Thus in 1945 he was chiefly responsible for
blocking a drive to give a bureau of government absolute power
over the allocation of labor and materials in the post war United
States. In 1965 he gave a signal speech which killed the drive
for a registration of private owned arms by the Federal Government.
In THE UNTOLD HISTORY the author provides the reader
with a comprehensive picture of what has been and is taking
place-forming a matrix to which he can add out of his own
studies and experiences.
It is a must both for analysts studying the course of events
and for activists who must contend with the master-plans of the
forces they are trying to combat.
Order from
F. R. BREWER, 127-01 101 Avenue, Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11419
(New York Sta-te re~idents please add appropriate sales tax.)

Prices as of 4/19/74 are:
$500 bag of silver coin (D,Q,H)
$1866
$1000 bag of silver coin (D,Q,H)
$3732
$100 bag
$ 320
Gold British Sovereigns
$ 54
Gold U.S. Double Eagle ........•..... $ 328
Gold Mexican 50 Peso
$ 255
Gold Dust (1 oz.) .........•......... $ 192
Gold Nuggets (1 oz.)
$ 212
1 oz. Silver Medallion
$
8
2½ oz. Silver Medallion
$ 17
10 oz. Silver Ingot .•....•.•.•....•. $ 63
25 oz. Silver Ingot .......•.....•.•. $ 156
50 oz. Silver Ingot
$ 315
100 oz. Silver Ingot .•...... ; ••...•. $ 609
1000 oz. Silver Ingot ...........•..• $5438
16 Ball Point Pen Refills
$1.25
Prices change daily, call (212) 762-3203 for
latest prices & place orders. Make checks payable to:
Deseret Mint & Depository & mail to: Francisco D'Anconia
Enterprises; Dept. FLP; 36-20 168th St. - #2B; Flushing
N.Y. 11358.

2nd DINNER, TUESDAY, MAY 21st
JEROME TUCCILLE on
"LIBERTARIANISM AND THE FUTURE"

The Libertarian Circle
- ---------------------------~---------------------------Please C.,tach And Enclose With Reservation

O

Please reserve
plate(s) at. the M4Y 21st dinner with Jerome Tuceille.
I enclose the fill price of $9.95 per dinner.

O

I wish to receive notice of other LIBERTARIAN CIRCLE dinners and evencs.
Please enter my name on your lllllilin9 list at no ~ha.r9e or obligation.

Nane

_

City

_

Street.
State

___:Apt.
Zi~ Code

Send check or money order (please do not send cash} to:
THE LIBERTARIAN CIRCLE
208A Mercer Street
New York, N. Y. 10012

_

Our second dinner will be held in the banquet
room of ROAST BEEF & BREW, 1015 Madison
Avenue at 79th Street in Manhattan, 7:00 PM. It
will feature a three-course roast beef dinner
including unlimited salad bar with unlimited
beer or wine.
All-inclusive price per dinner will be $9.95. Due
to limited capacity, all reservations, to be confirmed, must be accompanied by full payment,
and must be received by the Friday immediately prior to each Tuesday dinner.
Reservations may also be phoned in to Laissez
Faire Books at (212) 67 4-8154 but we reserve
the right to notify cancellation in case pre-paid
reservations fill room capacity. Last minute attendees will be seated if space allows.
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The Free Libertarian cost~ on y
and mail.
And there ain't
s
as a free newsletter, alth~ gh
e is
such a thing as the Free Lj,:be ar · n · /:

Balance (as 'of 3/28/74) ........•........ $
Income. : • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .

A

REFORT

987 .30
632. 50
1,619.80
Expenses ( checks 222-239)....... . . . . . . • .
864. 59
Balance (as of 4/13/74)
$
755.21
Income
----0-onations
Office fund
$ 225.00
other............. 34.00
279.00
Memberships..................... 44.00
Convention...................... 203.50
Miscellaneous...................
16.00
$ 632.50
£xpenses
Rent ........................•... $ 125.00
Telephone.......................
19.93
Electric bill (2/73-4/74).......
54.17
Newsletter (April)
Postage
~.60.00
Printing .......•.•... 50.18
110.18
Stationary ..............•.......
9.79
Postage ...................•.....
80.00
Mailing 1 abel s ...•.......... , ... 45.04
Convention
Williams Club rental.161.50
Press re 1 eases
132. 00
Other.... .. . . . . . .. . . . 81. 45
395, 45
Miscellaneous...................
25.13
$ 864.59

.'

'

Record of the Month:
TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN by the Tax Collectors
8

I

'

f'

~ The cost of a subscription will be applied to membership dues if the membership application is received within 30
days of the subscription.

PLEASE ENTER SUBSCRIPTION FOR:

D
NAME

$4/one year

D $7/two

years

------------------

ADDRESS

-----------------

CITY

STATE

&

SELECTIONS OF THE MONTH by Roger Eisenberg
Books of the Month:
HOW TO USE THE FIFTH AMENDMENT by Ken Kalcheim
HOW NOT TO USE THE FIFTH AMENDMENT by Mario Biaggi
TAX COLLECTION MADE SIMPLE by Tommy Gunn

'

subscription to the newslftt r
os~s
$4 per year.
The newsletterlis in ludtd
in membership fees to al.1 FtP m
e1s.
Friends of Libertarianism faho w sh fo
continuew receiving the ne*sle'tte orl a
regular basis are urged to fill.oµt and
return the coupon.

---------ZIP----

Enclosed is check_money order
for $

---

Mall to:

FREE LIBERTARIAN PARTY, INC.
15 West 38th Street
New York, N.Y. 10018

L I B E R T A R I A N

C L E A R I N G

H O U S E

The major purpose of the clearing house will be to allow libertarians to deal
with other libertarians both economically and socially and, as a by-product,
to benefit the FLP.
Wouldn't you prefer a libertarian lawyer, doctor, etc.? A fellow libertarian
might be a great choice if you are in a position to hire or influence the
hiring of a person.
I am confining the concept to two areas initially:
(A) What is your profession? (Use your major if your are a student); (B) Hobbies and interests

(i.e., coin collecting, chess, electronics, cars, etc.).
entered on a card file under your areas.

You will be

It will cost each person $1 (fiat m~ney accepted) to be listed and to use the
service for the first year.
The service will function 24 hours - 36S days a year through the use of an
answering machine, which shall be purchased with the initial dollars. I will
personally respond to each phoned inquiry.
Ii a.user of the servic~ receives a benefit above what he or she expects in

the ordinary marketplace, I would a sk that this person make a general contribution to the FLP. This is not mandatory; and the amount is up to your
judgement. How much would it be worth to you if you were looking for.a job
and found one through the clearing house? How much would it be worth to you
if you were looking for an employee and found one through the service? A
doctor, mechanic, lawyer, carpenter?
Send in your dollar to the FLP Clearing House to start the ball rolling.
will be notified by me when we go live.

You

William W. Roth

LIBERTARIAN CLEARING HOUSE
NAME

__________ HOME PHONE

_

OFF. PHONE

_

ADDRESS

CITY------------------- STATE ----------- ZIP -----PROFESSION(S)
(Use your major if you are a student)

_

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

_

I I

$1.00

registration fee enclosed, payable to Libertarian Clearing House,
c/o Free Libertarian Party, 15 West 38th St., NY, NY 10018.

